Question #16: YOUR CONSTRUCTIVE COMMENTS ON YOUR TA’S TEACHING SKILLS ARE EXTREMELY IMPORTANT. PLEASE WRITE YOUR COMMENTS IN THE TEXTBOX BELOW. PLEASE LIMIT YOUR COMMENTS TO 2000 CHARACTERS.

- KNOWS HIS STUFF. was very helpful in every way possible.

- Prasad is an awesome TA. I only hope I get him for Math 10B.

- He serves as the ideal model of what a mathematics TA should stand for.

- He has been instrumental in my understanding of this material. One of the best Math TA’s I’ve had at UCR.

- Greatest TA!! Very approachable and knowledgeable. Practically makes the material tangible. Knows the material inside out.

- He's is very helpful during office hours and in discussion time he covers so much useful materials.

- A great TA. He explains the material better than the Professor. Keep it up

- He explains everything clearly. without him i dunno how i can survive this class

- prasad is a very smart guy, he helps understand even the most confusing of material in this class

- i appreciate how helpful he was especially since he had to work with a professor that wasn't very clear.